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In this paper we apply the formalism of translation invariant (continuous) matrix product states
in the thermodynamic limit to (1 + 1) dimensional critical models. Finite bond dimension bounds
the entanglement entropy and introduces an effective finite correlation length, so that the state is
perturbed away from criticality. The assumption that the scaling hypothesis holds for this kind of
perturbation is known in the literature as finite entanglement scaling. We provide further evidence
for the validity of finite entanglement scaling and based on this formulate a scaling algorithm to
estimate the central charge and critical exponents of the conformally invariant field theories describ-
ing the critical models under investigation. The algorithm is applied to three exemplary models;
the cMPS version to the non-relativistic Lieb-Liniger model and the relativistic massless boson, and
MPS version to the one-dimensional quantum Ising model at the critical point. Another new aspect
to our approach is that we directly use the (c)MPS induced correlation length rather than the bond
dimension as scaling parameter. This choice is motivated by several theoretical arguments as well
as by the remarkable accuracy of our results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Matrix product states, both in their discrete1,2 and
continuum3,4 variants, provide efficient descriptions of ground
states of one-dimensional gapped systems. The reason for this
is that the ground state of a local gapped Hamiltonian in one
dimension obeys an ’area law’5,6, a property that is built into
the variational class. The area law, in any dimension, is the
statement that the entanglement entropy of a large enough
region scales not like the volume, but rather like the area of
the boundary of that region7, which for (1+1) dimensional
gapped systems means that the entropy of a large enough
interval will saturate.
At a critical point the gap goes to zero, and the low-energy
behaviour of a one-dimensional system is described by a con-
formal field theory (CFT) in (1 + 1)-dimensions. In this case
the entanglement entropy of an interval increases proportion-
ally to the logarithm of its length.8–10 This implies that a ma-
trix product state (MPS) or continuous matrix product state
(cMPS) will not fully capture the behaviour of critical sys-
tems in the thermodynamic limit for any finite bond dimen-
sion. A different tensor network ansatz was constructed for
critical systems by Vidal, the multi-scale entanglement renor-
malisation ansatz (MERA).11–13 The structure of the MERA
resembles the scale invariance present in critical ground states
and supports the power-law decay of correlations. Indeed, a
MERA description of a critical ground state allows to extract
the critical exponents, both of local and nonlocal scaling op-
erators and boundary scaling operators.14–17
Nevertheless, it was recently observed that the way in which
a MPS approximation truncates the correlations in a criti-
cal ground state follows a universal scaling behaviour.18 This
scaling was coined finite entanglement scaling, as it is indeed
the entanglement in the state which is bounded by the fi-
nite bond dimension D of the (c)MPS approximation. As a
typical (c)MPS has a finite correlation length, the (c)MPS
approximation introduces a length scale which perturbs the
CFT away from criticality. A scaling relation between this
length scale and D was obtained, which can be understood
from interpreting 1/D as the distance from the critical point
(which should be restored for 1/D = 0). An analytic expres-
sion for the corresponding critical exponent was first derived
in Ref. 19 and then confirmed by independent calculations in
Ref. 20 where also the crossover between the finite entangle-
ment and finite size scaling in MPS with periodic boundary
conditions was studied. Around the same time, one of the
authors of this paper presented a direct approach to extract
scaling exponents from MPS data.21 Since then, finite entan-
glement scaling has been used to find the phase diagram of
spin models22–24 and to extract the CFT data from the edge
theory of a fractional quantum Hall state.25
In this paper we provide further insight that helps clarify
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2the validity of finite entanglement scaling, and enables us to
develop an algorithm to estimate the central charge and criti-
cal exponents of critical theories. In the next section we inter-
pret FES using CFT ideas and formulate a scaling hypothesis,
which states how entanglement entropy and two-point corre-
lation functions are expected to scale with bond dimension.
The scaling hypothesis, if valid, justifies the scaling algorithms
for extracting the central charge and critical exponents of a
CFT using (c)MPS presented in Section III. These algorithms
reduce to the method discovered by one of the authors21 in a
certain limit to be discussed. Unlike previous papers, we di-
rectly use the (c)MPS induced correlation length rather than
the bond dimension as scaling parameter, and motivate the
importance of this choice. Section IV demonstrates these al-
gorithms by applying them to three exemplary models: 1)
the Lieb-Liniger model, 2) the massless relativistic boson in
(1+1) dimensions, and 3) the one-dimensional quantum Ising
model at the critical point. We apply our method both to
CFT primary operators and also to a class of descendants.
Remarkably for a (c)MPS based approach, for the massless
relativistic boson our method is capable of estimating the ex-
ponents of vertex operators for arbitrary values of the real
coefficient β26 which parameterises a continuous infinity of
distinct primary operators. The accuracy of the numerical
results provides strong evidence for the scaling hypothesis.
Another independent piece of evidence for finite entanglement
scaling is provided by the observation that low-lying eigenval-
ues of the transfer matrix all scale in the same manner, which
implies that at large distances only a single independent scale
is present in (c)MPS approximations of critical ground states.
Section V presents our conclusions. A brief review of (c)MPS
is given in Appendix A. The field-field critical exponent cal-
culation for the Lieb-Liniger model is presented in Appendix
B, in order to illustrate the application of the algorithm pre-
sented in Section III in full detail. Finally, Appendix C illus-
trates the importance of using the (c)MPS correlation length
as scaling parameter for the accuracy of the results.
II. SCALING HYPOTHESIS
Several numerical methods for studying classical or quan-
tum lattice systems are restricted to finite system sizes, due to
the intrinsic finiteness of computer memory and computation
time. Close to a critical point, the finite system size com-
petes with the finite correlation length and the behaviour of
thermodynamical quantities (e.g. the order parameter or its
susceptibility) can be modelled via scaling functions depend-
ing on the dimensionless quantity L/ξ.27 Scaling at quantum
critical points has been considered only recently.28
In a finite-size scaling approach (FSS), one would determine
the scaling exponents of the different quantities by plotting
the relevant quantities (e.g. the magnetisation) as a function
of the dimensionless parameter and tuning the critical expo-
nent such that the curves of these quantities extracted from
different system sizes collapse.
For correlation functions depending on one or more spatial
coordinates x, both x/L and x/ξ are dimensionless parame-
ters and the scaling theory is more involved. However, exactly
at the critical point (ξ →∞) of a (1 + 1) dimensional system,
the universal finite size effects can be obtained from the un-
derlying conformal field theory (CFT).29 The crucial feature
is that the predictions of a CFT are modified in a controlled
way by mapping the theory originally defined on an infinite
two dimensional plane to some other 2D geometry with a fi-
nite dimension such as, for example, an infinitely long cylinder
with finite radius or an infinitely long strip with finite width.
For example, the footprint of a CFT, the power-law de-
cay of correlation functions between a primary field of weight
(h, h) and itself on the infinite plane,
〈0| OˆA(z1)OˆB(z2) |0〉 =: GOˆ(z12) (1)
=
1
(z12)2h(z12)2h
,
is modified to
G(L)Oˆ(w12) =
(
2pi
L
)2(h+h)
× (2)(
2 sinh
(
pi(w12)
L
))−2h (
2 sinh
(
pi(w12)
L
))−2h
on the cylinder, where z12 := z1 − z2 and similarly for w12.30
Low energy properties at a conformally invariant critical
point are equally well described by considering a classical two
dimensional system or an equivalent one dimensional quan-
tum system. For this reason, finite size effects are also ob-
served in genuinely quantum properties such as in the scaling
of the entanglement entropy. The entanglement entropy of
an interval of length x belonging to a chain of length L with
periodic boundary conditions is indeed described by:
S(L) =
c
3
log
(
L
pia
sin
(pix
L
))
+ k . (3)
In the limit L → ∞, or for small x  L, one recovers the
well-known thermodynamic limit expression8–10:
S =
c
3
log(x) + k . (4)
The crucial observation is that the finite size effects in both
expressions (2, 3) enter via a function that depends on dis-
tance in units of L, i.e. via x/L in the case of entropy and
w12/L in the case of the two-point correlator. Similar expres-
sions exist when not the spatial size but the temporal size of
the system is finite (i.e. finite temperature).
A (c)MPS based FSS approach for one-dimensional critical
theories would make use of the fact that finite size introduces
a gap in the CFT so that its ground state can be well cap-
tured by the variational manifold, provided that the bond
dimension grows sufficiently rapidly with the system size.20
A natural approach for calculating the central charge c or the
critical exponents ∆ := h+h using (c)MPS is as follows. First
pick a range of circles on which the spatial direction of the
CFT is ”compactified”, and for each calculate the (c)MPS
ground state at large enough bond dimension to adequately
capture the exact ground state. Next pick a scale s < 1, and
for each circle calculate the entropy of an interval of length
x = sL numerically using (c)MPS. It is obvious that for any
choice of s < 1 one can obtain an estimate for c from the
scaling of S(L) vs. log(L). Similarly, critical exponents can
be estimated from from the scaling of log(G(L)Oˆ) vs. log(L).
Since both S(L) and G(L)Oˆ are calculated from (c)MPS data,
for numerical reasons some values of s may be preferred, and
we can scan over s in order to obtain the best numerical fit.
Now let us imagine that a length scale µ is introduced via
some other mechanism, either with or without a geometric ori-
gin. It is obvious that the scaling approach described above
3can be applied ’as is’ regardless of the manner in which this
scale is introduced, as long as the effect on entanglement en-
tropy and two-point correlator expressions is through a scaling
function of (x/µ) such that:
S(µ)(x,D) ∝ c
3
log
(
µ
pia
f
(
x
µ
))
(5)
and
G(µ)Oˆ(z12) ∝
(
1
µ
)2(h+h)
g
(
x
µ
)
. (6)
The precise form of the functions f and g is immaterial; the
central charge can be calculated from the scaling of S(µ) ver-
sus log(µ), and the critical exponents from log(G(µ)Oˆ) versus
log(µ). Equations (5) and (6) constitute our scaling hypothe-
sis.
Recently (c)MPS methods have been developed that enable
the study of physical systems directly in the thermodynamic
limit4,31–35, using a translation invariant Ansatz; for MPS,
|Ψ[A]〉 =
d∑
i1=1
d∑
i2=1
· · ·
d∑
iN=1
v†LA
i1
1 A
i2
2 · · ·AiNN vR |i1, i2, · · · , iN 〉
(N →∞) with A position independent, and for cMPS
|Ψ[Q(x), Rα(x)]〉 = (7)
v†LPexp
[∫ L
2
−L
2
dx
(
Q(x)⊗ 1+
∑
α
Rα ⊗ ψˆ†α(x)
)]
vR |Ω〉 ,
(L → ∞) with R and Q position independent. The long
distance behaviour of correlation functions with respect to a
(c)MPS is governed by the second largest eigenvalue λ2 of
the transfer matrix T [defined in Eq. (A8) for cMPS and in
Eq. (A9) for MPS]; the largest eigenvalue is required to be
zero in order to ensure correct normalisation. The finite bond
dimension D thus introduces a finite correlation length:
µ2(D) = − 1
λ2(D)
, (8)
which perturbs the state away from the critical point. It was
demonstrated in Ref. 18 that the effective correlation length
asymptotically scales as µ2(D) ∼ Dκ, where κ is a constant
that depends only on the universality class. As the bond di-
mension bounds the maximal entanglement in the state, this
kind of scaling is also referred to as finite entanglement scaling
(FES). Once the exponent κ has been determined Ref. 18
outlines an approach, different to the one presented in this pa-
per, for extracting critical exponents by performing a scaling
analysis directly with respect to D. While the precise man-
ner in which perturbation due to finite bond dimension affects
the CFT is not properly understood, these results constitute
evidence that the scaling hypothesis (5, 6) holds for FES.
Assuming the validity of this scaling relation, the exponent
κ was later determined in function of the central charge c of
the CFT as19:
κ =
6
c
(√
12
c
+ 1
) . (9)
In this paper we provide further evidence in favour of the
FES hypothesis by observing the higher eigenvalues of the
transfer matrix, which also induce a length scale µI(D) =
−1/<(λI(D)) for I > 2. Our numerics reveal that ratios of the
real parts of the low-lying eigenvalues of the transfer matrix
T are roughly constant. This is demonstrated in Figure 1
for the quantum Ising model at the critical point. The fact
that all the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix obey the same
scaling is a further hint that equations like the ones in (2, 3),
which ultimately are consequences of the presence of a single
scale, could also describe FES. The (one-parameter) scaling
hypothesis (5, 6) would be violated if different eigenvalues of
the transfer matrix would scale with different powers of D,
thus producing several independent relevant infrared length
scales.
In order to attempt to understand this observation, let us
imagine that the finite bond dimension induced scale has some
geometric origin or interpretation. An initial tempting guess,
which is ultimately too simplistic, might be to postulate that
the (c)MPS transfer matrix represents the contraction of a
section of a 2D tensor network encoding the partition func-
tion of a related classical model on an infinite strip (since the
(c)MPS describes an infinite chain with finite width). This
would mean that the (c)MPS transfer matrix is equivalent
to the transfer matrix of the classical model along the infi-
nite direction on the strip. For this geometry the ratios of the
eigenvalues of the transfer matrix are known and independent
of the scale, i.e. the width of the strip.36,37 It is however not
clear that the origin of the finite entanglement scale really
is geometric, and our numerical results for the ratios of the
eigenvalues of the transfer matrix do not reproduce the ones
expected from the corresponding CFTs on the strip. Nev-
ertheless, the fact that the ratios converge to a well defined
scale independent value is another piece of evidence that there
should be a CFT interpretation of FES.38
This paper presents a scaling algorithm based on the FES
hypothesis (5, 6). Unlike previous papers that use D or Dκ
as scaling parameter, our approach directly uses the (c)MPS
induced correlation length µ2(D) as scaling parameter. There
are several benefits to this approach. As µ2(D) has the di-
mension of a length scale, it is the most natural parameter
to be used in the scaling relations (5, 6). Secondly, even
when the parameters of the Hamiltonian are slightly different
from its critical point (e.g. because the precise location is not
exactly known), we can still argue that µ2(D) is the only rel-
evant length scale in the system. While the D-limited length
scale Dκ would compete with the physical correlation length
ξ resulting in a two-scale problem, we anticipate that the
observed correlation length µ2(D) automatically interpolates
between these two length scales in such a way that the scaling
relations (5, 6) continue to hold. Another significant prob-
lem with scaling using the bond dimension is that converging
to an optimum ground state is computationally very expen-
sive. Often one is much better increasing D, even by a small
amount, and doing a few iterations of TDVP (or iDMRG)
rather than doing many iterations to reach the true optimum
for smaller D. This provides another significant advantage to
using the correlation length in practical calculations. Finally,
as is shown in Appendix C, the scaling approach based on
µ2(D) as scaling parameter produces more accurate results
for the critical exponents and central charge.
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FIG. 1. (Colour online). The left plot depicts the linear relation between log(µI) and log(D) for low lying eigenvalues of the MPS transfer
matrix of the critical quantum Ising model (the largest fifteen non-zero eigenvalues are displayed). The right plot shows that the ratios of
the eigenvalues approximately converge to fixed values with increasing bond dimension D. The low lying eigenvalues of the cMPS transfer
matrices for the two field theory models studied in this paper, the Lieb-Liniger and the massless relativistic boson, display the same general
behaviour. The eigenvalue ratios converge to different values for the three models. A reminder of the notation: the eigenvalues of the
transfer matrix are denoted by λI , with λ1 = 0, λ2 the largest non-zero eigenvalue, and µI = −1/λI .
III. RECIPE FOR FINITE ENTANGLEMENT
SCALING
In this section we describe a finite entanglement scaling
(FES) method for estimating critical exponents and the cen-
tral charge of a conformally invariant theory.
A. Critical Exponents
Two-point correlation functions in critical theories obey
power-law decay at large distances, in contrast to the expo-
nential falloff that occurs for gapped models. That is, in a
CFT, the two-point correlation function of a primary opera-
tor Oˆ with itself behaves as
GOˆ(x) = 〈0| Oˆ†(0)Oˆ(x) |0〉 ∝ x−2∆Oˆ , x 0 , (10)
where ∆Oˆ is the critical exponent corresponding to Oˆ. We
will not be considering correlation functions between different
operators in this paper.
The cMPS approximation of the CFT ground state at any
finite bond dimension D generates a gap, and the approxima-
tion of the two-point correlation function,
GOˆ(x) := (l|O†[R,R,Q,Q]eTxO[R,R,Q,Q]|r) , (11)
reproduces the power-law decay up to some distance generally
shorter then, or at best of the order of the correlation length
(as defined in Eq. (8)), and decays exponentially beyond that
(see Figure 4 in Appendix B).39
The observation central to our algorithm for approximating
critical exponents is a consequence of the scaling hypothesis
(5, 6):
Two-Point Correlator FES. At all scales s large enough
to eliminate short distance artefacts, log(GOˆ(sµ2(D)) scales
linearly with respect to log(µ2(D)) with the constant of pro-
portionality given by −2∆Oˆ.
Using this property, critical exponents can be estimated as
follows:
FES Approach. Using (c)MPS approximations for the crit-
ical ground state for a range of bond dimensions, estimates for
∆Oˆ at different scales s are given by the slopes obtained from
the linear interpolation of log(GOˆ(sµ2(D))) vs. log(sµ2(D)).
We scan over s such that s0 < s <∞, and s0 is large enough
to wash out any short distance/cutoff effects. The final re-
sult for the exponent is obtained from the interpolation of
log(GOˆ(sµ2(D))) vs. log(sµ2(D)) at the scale s at which the
confidence interval for the the slope is minimal. The error
estimate for the exponent is given by the confidence interval.
The confidence intervals for the slopes depend on the choice
of the confidence level; in this paper we will calculate error es-
timates for the slopes using both 95% and 99.73% confidence
levels. It is not obvious that the scan over s improves the ac-
curacy of the estimates, over simply choosing some particular
value, e.g. s = 1 or considering the limit s→∞, but it turns
out that this is numerically a worthwhile step.
Using the eigenvalue decomposition of T and writing the
distance x in units of µ2
x = sµ2(D) , (12)
(11) can be re-expressed as:
GOˆ(sµ2(D))) = |(l|O|r)|2 +
D2∑
I=2
(l|O†|rI)e−s
λI
λ2 (lI |O|r) .
(13)
Here (lI | and |rI) are the left and right eigenvectors corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue λI ; (l1| ≡ (l| is the zero-eigenvalue
5eigenvector. We have suppressed the D dependence of eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues on the right hand side. At s =∞ only
the dominant contribution to GOˆ(sµ2(D))) survives. Let us
suppose that the first non zero contribution is for I = a, then
in the limit of large s scaling log(exp(−sλa
λ2
)(l|O†|ra)(la|O|r))
vs. log(µ2(D)) provides an estimate for the critical exponent.
If the first non-zero contribution is for a = 2, the prefactor is
constant. If on the other hand it occurs at some a > 2, it is
still roughly constant, since the ratios of the eigenvalues con-
verge (see Figure 1). However, since the low lying eigenvalues
all scale in the same way, the FES approach described above
is also valid with any low lying µa replacing µ2. It follows
that dropping the prefactor in front of the dominant contri-
bution is ok, i.e. that simply scaling log((l|O†|ra)(la|O|r)))
vs. log(µ2(D)) should provide an estimate for the exponent.
This indeed turns out to be the case, as was observed by one
of the authors of this paper.21 However, for nearly all the cal-
culations performed in this paper, estimates obtained at s of
the order of one, that contain all contributions from an ar-
bitrarily large number of eigenvectors of the transfer matrix,
are superior to the fits at s =∞.
The remaining problem at this stage is how to determine
s0, or at least an upper bound for it. To address this prob-
lem, let us first consider estimates for the exponents obtained
directly from the (c)MPS approximation to the correlator at
one particular bond dimension:
Direct Approach. At one particular bond dimension pick a
distance xI < µ2 at which the algebraic decay is well captured
by the (c)MPS approximation, but which is still large enough
to wash out any short distance/cutoff effects. Estimate ∆Oˆ
from the slope of log(GOˆ(x))) vs. log(x) at xI .
The relation between the Direct and FES approaches is
demonstrated in Figure 2 for the (ψˆ − ψˆ†) correlator in the
Lieb-Liniger model at geff = 1.348.. . It is clear that an algo-
rithm based on the Direct Approach alone is beset by serious
obstacles, the most serious being that no general method ex-
ists to determine the window for xI inside which estimates are
accurate. In addition, estimating the error in the estimates
is not as straightforward as in the FES scalings. One could
attempt to overcome these problems by working with a set
of bond dimensions and choose the critical exponent estimate
corresponding to the scale at which the spread in estimates is
minimal. Unfortunately it turns out that the minimal spread
often occurs in regions where short distances effects are im-
portant thus in general missing the true value of the exponent.
We do proceed by working with a range of bond dimensions
D, and apply the Direct Approach at each of these, but use
this simply in order to get an upper bound on s0 for the FES
Approach. Above s = 1 the critical exponent estimates in
the Direct Approach will be completely off, as the algebraic
falloff is no longer captured by the (c)MPS approximation to
the correlator. The approximations will become more accu-
rate at some distance below the correlation length, and will
again become unreliable at short distances. Since the FES
Approach remains accurate for s > 1, an upper bound for
s0 in the FES approach is given by the maximum scale be-
low s = 1 at which the FES and Direct Approach method
results intersect. A region in which the two approaches agree
is expected to exist in general, since in some region below the
correlation length GOˆ(x) will have converged to good accu-
racy for all bond dimensions used in the FES Approach (see
e.g. the plot in Figure 4). There are exceptions to this, that
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FIG. 2. (Colour online). The logarithm of the field-field (ψˆ− ψˆ†)
correlator of the Lieb-Liniger model as a function of the logarithm
of the scale s (s being the distance between the ψˆ insertions in
units of the correlation length µ2(D)) and log(µ2(D)). The plot
displays results for 0.1 ≤ s ≤ 4 and 14 ≤ D ≤ 64. Plotting the
logarithm of the correlator as a function of log(µ2(D)) (which is a
monotonic function of bond dimension), rather than directly as a
function of D, is more revealing for our purposes since a slice in the
log(µ2(D)) = const plane provides the relevant information for the
Direct Approach (taking slices of the above surface at log(µ2(D))
corresponding to D = 16, 24, 32, 48, 64, and rescaling the units of
distance appropriately at each bond dimension, yields the curves
displayed in Figure 4). A slice in the log(s) = const plane on the
other hand is what is relevant when applying the FES Approach.
A slice at s = 0.66, which turns out to be the scale at which the
optimum estimate for the ψˆ − ψˆ† critical exponent is obtained, is
given in Figure 5. The above plot gives a rough visual impression
of the fact that the Direct Approach is only accurate in the linear
region below s = 1, while the FES approach is also accurate for
s > 1. Both approaches break down at short distances due to
non-universal/cutoff effects.
is, cases when no clear intersection exists. This can occur, for
example, when for all bond dimensions in D the Direct Ap-
proach estimate only approaches the true value for all bond
dimensions in the range, but never reaches it, and then devi-
ates wildly at very small s. In such cases we simply have to
restrict our FES scan from s = 1 to s =∞, i.e. we work with
s0 = 1, which generally still brings about a large increase in
accuracy over the estimate at s = ∞. For the field theory
examples studied in this paper we always see a clear intersec-
tion, but this is not the case for all the operators in the Ising
model example (see Table VI).
We now have all the ingredients to for a robust algorithm
to calculate critical exponents:
1. For a set of bond dimensions D, apply the FES Ap-
proach scanning all scales from zero to infinity40, and
store the critical exponent estimates at all scales. Hav-
ing chosen an appropriate confidence level, the error
bars are determined by the confidence interval for the
slope.
2. For all all the bond dimensions in D apply the Direct
Approach, scanning over all distances from zero to in-
finity. At each bond dimension store the estimates for
all s.
63. Take s0 to be the maximum scale at which the estimates
from 1) and 2) agree. The final estimate of the critical
exponent is given by the FES estimate with the smallest
confidence interval for the slope in the range s0 ≤ s <
∞.
B. Central Charge
For a (c)MPS the density matrix corresponding to an in-
terval of length x is given by the D2 ×D2 matrix:
ρ = (lT )
1
2 ⊗ (rT ) 12 ( ˜exp(Tx)) 12 , (14)
where
˜exp(Tx)ijkl := exp(Tx)ikjl . (15)
Here l and r are the left and right zero-eigenvalue eigenvectors
of the transfer matrix T reshaped into D × D matrices (see
Appendix A for more details). The corresponding entangle-
ment entropy is given by
S = −tr(ρ log(ρ)) = −
∑
i
λ2i log(λ
2
i ) . (16)
where λi are the Schmidt coefficients corresponding to ρ. Fol-
lowing the discussion in the context of (5), after choosing a
scale s, the central charge can be estimated from the scal-
ing of S(D) of an interval x(D) = sµ2(D) vs. log(µ2(D)).
The error estimates are again given by the confidence inter-
val for the slope, and depend on the choice of the confidence
level. Since S is obtained numerically from the (c)MPS data,
a different estimate for c is in general obtained at each scale
s.
For the examples studied in this paper we observe, by com-
paring to exact results, that the linearity of the scalings based
on the interval entanglement entropy improves down to some
scale sopt < 1, below which it becomes inaccurate due to
short-distance/cutoff effects. When determining critical ex-
ponents we encountered a similar problem of having to de-
termine an optimum scale, and made use of estimates ob-
tained directly from the (c)MPS approximation of the two-
point correlation function at some fixed bond dimension in
order to give an upper bound for the optimum scale and en-
sures that we do not pick a scale that is too small. An analo-
gous approach is also possible for the calculation of the central
charge. Unfortunately the computational cost of calculating
the entanglement entropy of a finite interval is O(D6), so
scanning over s becomes a lot more expensive than for the
critical exponent calculations, where the computational cost
is only O(D3). We have not found it feasible to implement
such an algorithm for the models considered in this paper.
In addition, unlike for critical exponent estimates where the
increase in accuracy over s = ∞ is already significant for s
close to 1, the analogous gain in accuracy for estimates of
central charge turns out to be very poor (in particular this
means that scaling using intervals at the value s = 1, where
we need not worry about short distance effects, gives virtually
no improvement in accuracy).
For these reasons, instead of working with the entangle-
ment entropy of an interval, as given by equation (4), we will
consider a bi-partition of a finite system and the entangle-
ment entropy of the half-system A. In the limit of growing
the length xA of A to infinity, the entropy of the half-system
now grows as:
S =
c
6
log(xA) + k . (17)
The simplest approach to calculating the central charge is
indeed by using the half-infinite line entanglement entropy
rather than entropy of an interval, since the density matrix
of a half-infinite line (chain) in the (c)MPS approximation is
only D ×D dimensional:
ρ = (lT )
1
2 r
1
2 . (18)
One can easily check that the contributions to the interval
entanglement entropy due to non-zero eigenvalue eigenvectors
of T vanish as the interval is taken to infinity, and that the
interval and half-infinite line estimates for c become equal in
the limit s→∞.
We have also examined the possibility of exploiting the con-
jectured relation between D and µ18,32,41,42, namely that:
µ2 ∝ Dκ , (19)
with κ analytically determined as function of c in Eq. (9).
Using this relation the central charge can be estimated from
the slope of log(µ2(D)) vs. log(D). Another estimate for c
can be obtained by combining the half-infinite entropy with
(19, 9), so:
S =
1√
12
c
+ 1
log(D) + k , (20)
and c can be estimated also from the scaling of S(D) vs.
log(D). Alternatively, we can keep κ as a free parameter and
work simply with:
S =
κc
6
log(D) + k . (21)
That is, we still obtain c from the scaling of S(D) vs. log(D),
but use the value for κ obtained from the scaling of log(µ2(D))
vs. log(D) instead of using (9). The interval entanglement
entropy grows twice as quickly with log(D) compared to ex-
pressions (20, 21).
In this paper we obtain estimates for c for the three afore-
mentioned models using the half-infinite line entropies. For
the two field theories we also obtain estimates based on in-
terval entropies at s = 0.1, in order to demonstrate that an
increase in accuracy is obtained by going to finite s, albeit a
modest one. We observe significant deviations form the pre-
dicted value for κ (9) for all three models, and estimates for c
that depend on this relation turn out to be inaccurate. Cen-
tral charge estimates obtained from scalings with respect to
µ2(D) are presented in the next section, and those obtained
from scalings with respect to D directly are presented in Ap-
pendix C.
IV. EXEMPLARY MODELS
In this section we consider three exemplary critical mod-
els in order to demonstrate the FES approach to calculating
the central charge and critical exponent that was described
in the previous section. A cMPS version of the algorithm
is applied to the Lieb-Liniger model43,44, which describes
7an interacting non-relativistic one dimensional Bose gas, and
also to the relativistic massless boson in (1 + 1) dimensions.
The MPS version is applied to the one-dimensional quantum
Ising model at the critical point. The scaling calculations
for all three models are performed using all bond dimensions
in the range 32 ≤ D ≤ 64. The (c)MPS approximations
of the ground state are obtained using the time dependent
variational principle34 combined with a conjugate gradient
method45; for the MPS case an equally efficient option is to
use the infinite-size variant of the standard DMRG algorithm
(iDMRG).35
A. Lieb-Liniger Model
The Lieb-Liniger model describes bosons on a line interact-
ing via a contact potential. The Hamiltonian is given by:
Hˆ =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
[
d
dx
ψˆ†
d
dx
ψˆ + v ψˆ†ψˆ + g ψˆ†ψˆ†ψˆψˆ
]
, (22)
and the theory is critical for the whole range of parameters
g > 0, v < 0. The effective space of vacua is not two-
dimensional, as the only relevant parameter is the effective
interaction strength geff := g/ρ
2, where ρ is the particle den-
sity, and geff can be adjusted by either changing the chemical
potential v or the interaction strength g. The central charge
of the Lieb-Liniger model is known to be c = 1.
In this section we consider the ground state of the Hamil-
tonian (22) with v = 1, g = 1, which corresponds to geff =
1.348....
We observe that the low lying eigenvalues of the transfer
matrix of the Lieb-Liniger model all scale in the same manner
(see discussion at the beginning of Section III). The situation
is very similar to that depicted for the quantum Ising model
in Figure 1, except that the ratios converge to different values.
Estimates for κ, as obtained from the scalings of log(µI) vs.
log(D) (see Eq. (19)), underestimate the predicted value (9)
for all I. The value obtained from the scaling of log(µ2) vs.
log(D) is given in Table VII in Appendix C.
We also obtain estimates for c using scalings of S vs.
log(µ2), using both the entanglement entropy of the half-
infinite line, and also of finite intervals of length 0.1µ2(D)
(i.e. at s = 0.1). We have not implemented a robust method
for obtaining a lower bound for s, due to the high resources
necessary for such a computation and the very modest gain
in accuracy (see discussion in Section III). That is, we do not
give any demonstration that the value s = 0.1 is large enough
so that cutoff effect are not present, independent of the fact
that the know exact value c = 1 is reproduced. The results
for s = 0.1 demonstrate at least that the accuracy can be
improved over the scaling at s = ∞. There is an improve-
ment already when picking the ”safe” value s = 1, but this
improvement turns out to be so small that it is negligible, at
least for the range of bond dimensions we are using.
Central charge estimates obtained from using half-infinite
line entropies are summarised in Table I, and from entropies
of intervals of length 0.1µ2(D) in Table II. Critical exponent
estimates have been obtained for a number of Lieb-Liniger
operators and are listed in Table III - various details pertain-
ing to the particular operators are presented in the remainder
of this subsection.
As a guiding example for the method, the field-field ex-
ponent calculation is spelled out in full detail in Appendix
B.
Field-field exponent (ψˆ − ψˆ†)
The field-field exponent can be calculated using the Bethe
Ansatz to arbitrary precision.46 The general result reads:
〈ψˆ(x, t)ψˆ†(0, 0)〉 ≈ A|x+ ivt| −12Z2 , (23)
where Z is given by
Z(k) ≡ 2piρ(k) (24)
evaluated at the Fermi-boundary of the quasi-momenta; ρ is
the density of quasi-momenta. For g = 1, v = 1 ↔ geff =
1.3478..., the critical exponent is given by:
1
2Z2 = 2∆ψˆ = 0.1668575... . (25)
We consider the correlator (23) at equal times, and restrict
to x > 0, so that the cMPS approximation is given by:
〈ψˆ(x, 0)ψˆ†(0, 0)〉 ≈ (l|(1⊗R)eTx(R⊗ 1)|r) . (26)
The U(1) symmetry of the exact Lieb-Liniger ground state
is broken by the cMPS approximation; the expectation value
of the field,
〈ψˆ〉 ≈ (l|R⊗ 1|r) 6= 0 , (27)
scales to zero as D is increased, and the state approaches
the true Lieb-Liniger vacuum, however convergence is very
slow. In fact, the scaling of log(|(l|R ⊗ 1|r)|2 vs. log(µ2(D))
yields a (sub-optimal) approximation for the critical exponent
of ψˆ, and corresponds to the dominant contribution to the
scaling as s→∞. In Figure 4 (Appendix B) one can see that,
with the disconnected part included, power-law behaviour is
immediately evident for distances smaller then the correlation
length, even for low bond dimension. This is not the case if
the disconnected part is omitted.
Descendants of ψˆ/ψˆ†
We examine the class of descendants of ψˆ at level l obtained
by taking the l-th derivative of ψˆ (A13, A14). While no exact
Bethe Ansatz results are available for comparison, it follows
from standard CFT arguments47 that the exact exponent is
simply ∆ dl
dxl
ψˆ
= ∆ψˆ+ l, which is confirmed for first two levels
to good accuracy (see Table III).
Density-density exponent (ψˆ†ψˆ − ψˆ†ψˆ)
The Bethe Ansatz result for the density-density correlator
is:
〈ψˆ†ψˆ(x, t)ψˆ†ψˆ(0, 0)〉 = 〈ψˆ†ψˆ〉2 (28)
+
A
(x+ ivt)2
+
A
(x− ivt)2 +A3
cos(2kFx)
|x+ iv|2Z2 ,
where A and A3 are constants. Since Z (24) is bounded from
below by 146, the first two terms dominate at large distances,
so ∆ψˆ†ψˆ = 1. This is reproduced by our scaling calculations
(see Table III).
Unlike for the field-field correlator, here the disconnected
part is non-zero in the exact ground state, so it needs to be
subtracted out in the scaling calculation.
Hˆ − Hˆ exponent
The Hamiltonian density Hˆ is obtained from the time-time
component of the energy-momentum tensor, which is a de-
scendent of the unit operator. For reasons equivalent to those
given for the Hamiltonian density of the relativistic massless
boson in the next section, δHˆ = 2, which our scaling calcula-
tion confirms (Table III).
8Model Slope Slope Predicted c Estimate c Estimate
99.73% conf. 95% conf. Slope 99.73% conf. 95% conf.
Lieb-Liniger 0.164+0.005−0.005 0.164
+0.003
−0.003 c/6 = 0.1666... 0.983
+0.029
−0.030 0.983
+0.019
−0.019
Relativ. Boson 0.171+0.004−0.004 0.1710
+0.0022
−0.0022 c/6 = 0.1666... 1.026
+0.021
−0.022 1.026
+0.013
−0.013
Quantum Ising 0.0826+0.0012−0.0011 0.0826
+0.0007
−0.0007 c/6 = 0.08333... 0.496
+0.007
−0.007 0.496
+0.004
−0.004
TABLE I. Summary of central charge estimates for the Lieb-Liniger, massless relativistic boson, and critical quantum Ising models
obtained by scaling the entanglement entropy S of a half-infinite line vs. log(µ2(D)).
Model Slope Slope Predicted c Estimate c Estimate
at 99.73% conf. 95% conf. Slope 99.73% conf. 95% conf.
Lieb-Liniger 0.331+0.004−0.004 0.3313
+0.0026
−0.0027 c/3 = 0.333... 0.994
+0.013
−0.013 0.994
+0.008
−0.008
Relativ. Boson 0.3365+0.0033−0.0033 0.3365
+0.0020
−0.0021 c/3 = 0.333... 1.010
+0.010
−0.010 1.010
+0.006
−0.006
TABLE II. Summary of central charge estimates for the Lieb-Liniger and massless relativistic boson models obtained by scaling the
entanglement entropy S of an interval at scale s = 0.1 vs. log(µ2(D)). The linearity of the fits is improved compared to those displayed
in Table I.
Operator Optimal 2∆Oˆ at 99.73% 2∆Oˆ at 95% Exact result
scale confidence confidence
ψˆ 0.66µ2 0.1667
+0.0005
−0.0005 0.1665
+0.0003
−0.0003 0.1668575...
d
dx
ψˆ 0.86µ2 2.165
+0.006
−0.005 2.165
+0.004
−0.003 2.1668575...
d2
dx2
ψˆ 1.49µ2 4.167
+0.010
−0.010 4.167
+0.006
−0.007 4.1668575...
ψˆ†ψˆ 0.965µ2 2.001+0.009−0.008 2.001
+0.005
−0.005 2
Hˆ 1.58µ2 4.013+0.018−0.019 4.013+0.011−0.013 4
TABLE III. Summary of critical exponent estimates for the Lieb-Liniger model.
B. Massless Relativistic Boson
Let us start from the massive relativistic boson (Klein-
Gordon) Hamiltonian in (1+1) dimensions:
HˆKG =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
[
pˆi2 +
(
d
dx
φˆ
)2
+m2φˆ2
]
. (29)
For m = 0 we obtain a conformally invariant theory with
central charge c = 1. The field operators φˆ and pˆi can be
written in terms of the cMPS Fock space operators ψˆ and ψˆ†
as:
φˆ =
1√
2ν
(ψˆ + ψˆ†) , pˆi = − i
2
√
2ν(ψˆ − ψˆ†) , (30)
where an arbitrary scale ν is introduced. The Hamiltonian
(29) diverges in the cMPS setting and needs to be regularised.
Surprisingly, one way to do this is by requiring the second
derivative of ψˆ to be continuous. It is, however, difficult to
impose such a constraint, and in any event this approach is
too restrictive for our purposes since we actually want to work
with operators that contain second order derivative terms. A
better solution is to consider the counterterm:
1
ν2
(
dpˆi
dx
)2
, (31)
which removes all divergences and serves as a momentum cut-
off. The resulting Hamiltonian has the form:
Hˆ =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
[
d
dx
ψˆ†
d
dx
ψˆ + vψˆ†ψˆ + u(ψˆψˆ + ψˆ†ψˆ†)
]
(32)
with:
v =
m2 + ν2
2
, u =
m2 − ν2
4
. (33)
Results presented in this section are obtained using the
values u = −5, v = 10.
Estimates for κ, together with the related estimates for c,
are given in Table VII. Estimates for the central charge ob-
tained using the half-infinite line entropies, and from entropies
of subsystems of length 0.1µ2(D), are summarised in Tables
I and II respectively. The comments made in the context of
the Lieb-Liniger model regarding the accuracy of the value for
κ as predicted by (9), and the scaling of the transfer matrix
eigenvalues, apply here as well.
Critical exponent estimates are listed in Tables IV and V;
the latter lists estimates for vertex operator : exp(iβφˆ) : ex-
ponents, for a range of values for the free parameter β.
∂zφˆ exponent
∂zφˆ is a (2, 0) primary field, so ∆ = 1. Our scaling calcu-
lation reproduces this to remarkable accuracy (see Table IV).
The relevant expression in terms of cMPS creation and anni-
hilation operators is obtained as follows. Performing a Wick
rotation back to Minkowski space, we have ∂z =
1
2
(∂x − ∂t),
so:
∂zφˆ =
1
2
(
d
dx
φˆ− pˆi
)
(34)
=
1
2
[
1√
2ν
d
dx
(ψˆ + ψˆ†) +
i
√
2ν
2
(ψˆ − ψˆ†)
]
.
Descendants of ∂zφˆ
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scale confidence confidence
∂zφˆ 0.25µ2 2.00013
+0.00028
−0.00027 2.00013
+0.00017
−0.00016 2
∂2z φˆ 1.63µ2 3.992
+0.008
−0.009 3.992
+0.006
−0.006 4
∂3z φˆ 3.96µ2 6.007
+0.005
−0.006 6.001
+0.003
−0.004 6
Hˆ 0.78µ2 3.97+0.06−0.07 3.97+0.03−0.05 4
TABLE IV. Summary of critical exponent estimates for the massless relativistic boson.
In order to obtain the expression without time derivatives,
which is necessary in order to write down the correlator in
terms of cMPS data, we first start by expanding,
∂z∂zφˆ =
1
4
(
d2
dx2
φˆ− 2 d
dx
pˆi +
d
dt
pˆi
)
, (35)
and next use:
d
dt
pˆi =
δHˆ
δφˆ
= − d
2
dx2
φˆ . (36)
The final result is simply:
∂z∂zφˆ = −1
2
d
dx
pˆi . (37)
The time derivative of the canonical momentum in (35) pre-
cisely cancels the double spatial derivative of φˆ. It should be
noted that a δ-function divergence occurs in cMPS expecta-
tion values when two operators containing second and higher
order spatial derivatives coincide. This is not a problem in
the present context since we are not interested in taking the
limit in which two operators are at exactly the same position.
Second order (and higher) spatial derivatives of ψˆ/ψˆ† (A13,
A14) are present in cMPS expressions when evaluating (∂z)
nφˆ
for n > 2.
The above approach for eliminating time derivatives can
be applied straightforwardly for an arbitrary number of ∂z
derivatives. Each application of ∂z increases the value of the
critical exponent by one. The numerical results for descen-
dants up to the third level are displayed in Table IV.
Energy-momentum tensor and Hamiltonian density
exponent
The operator product expansion for the energy-momentum
tensor Tˆ47,
Tˆzz =: ∂zφˆ∂zφˆ : , (38)
with itself is given by:
Tˆzz(z)Tˆzz(0) =
c(α′)2
2z4
− 2α
′
z2
Tˆzz(0) (39)
− 2α
′
z
: ∂2z φˆ∂zφˆ(0) : .
In our conventions α′ = 1
2pi
.
The Hamiltonian density is simply the combination:
Tˆzz + Tˆzz = Hˆ , (40)
The appropriate OPE follows straightforwardly from (39),
since the OPE of mixed zz and zz terms vanishes. Further-
more, the second and third terms on the RHS in the OPE (39)
drop out in the vacuum expectation value when considering
only the connected component of the Hˆ - Hˆ correlator.
In conclusion, only the first term in (39) survives in the
vacuum expectation value, so ∆Hˆ = 2, which is reproduced
by our numerics (see Table IV).
Vertex Operators
The free relativistic massless boson CFT has an infinite
number of primary operators of the form : exp(iβφˆ) : (where ::
denotes normal ordering), parameterised by a real coefficient
β. The scaling exponent for each such operator is:
2∆ =
α′β2
2
=
β2
2pi
, (41)
where the last equality assumes our conventions.
The cMPS approximation is given by:
〈0| : exp(iβφˆ) : · · · |〉 ≈ (42)
(l| exp
(
iβ√
ν
(R⊗ 1 + 1⊗R)
)
· · · |r) ,
where · · · denotes additional insertions. Critical exponent
estimates for a range of values for β are displayed in Table V.
Due to the presence of a finite cutoff ν, the FES scaling
algorithm eventually fails to reproduce the exponents as the
value of β is increased; indeed beyond β ≈ 3 the estimates
degenerate quickly.
C. Quantum Ising Model
The Hamiltonian of the quantum Ising model in a trans-
verse magnetic field on an infinite 1d chain is given by:
Hˆ =
∑
i∈Z
−Jσˆxi σˆxi+1 + hσˆzi , (43)
where {σˆx, σˆy, σˆz} are the Pauli matrices, J determines the
coupling strength between nearest neighbour spins, and h de-
termines the strength of the magnetic field. The model is
critical for h/J = ±1. The numerics in this section are per-
formed using J = −1 and h = 1, and a spline interpolation is
used in order to obtain values for two-point correlation func-
tions at arbitrary distances (see footnote on page 16).
The quantum Ising model can be mapped to a free fermion
model and solved exactly; the CFT describing the theory at
the critical points h/J = ±1 has central charge c = 1/2.
The low lying eigenvalues of the transfer matrix can be seen
to all scale in the same way, their ratios converging to definite
values as the bond dimension is increased. This is depicted in
the plots in Figure 1. For a theoretical interpretation of this
convergence see the discussion at the beginning of Section III,
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scale confidence confidence
0.1 0.81µ2 (1.589
+0.012
−0.012)× 10−3 (1.589+0.008−0.008)× 10−3 1.592...× 10−3
0.2 0.83µ2 (6.36
+0.05
−0.05)× 10−3 (6.36+0.03−0.03)× 10−3 6.366...× 10−3
0.4 0.90µ2 (2.547
+0.023
−0.023)× 10−2 (2.547+0.014−0.015)× 10−2 2.546...× 10−2
0.6 0.98µ2 (5.74
+0.06
−0.06)× 10−2 (5.74+0.04−0.04)× 10−2 5.792...× 10−2
1 1µ2 0.1595
+0.0016
−0.0017 0.1595
+0.0010
−0.0011 0.1591...
2 1µ2 0.637
+0.007
−0.007 0.637
+0.005
−0.004 0.6366...
3 1µ2 1.433
+0.022
−0.022 1.433
+0.014
−0.014 1.432...
TABLE V. Summary of critical exponent estimates for the vertex operator : exp(iβφˆ) : for a range of values for the parameter β. The
accuracy starts to degenerate abruptly beyond β ≈ 3 due to ultra-violet cutoff effects.
Estimates for the central charge are presented in Tables I
and II. The estimate for κ is given in Table VII in Appendix
C, and the relevant comments made in the context of the
Lieb-Liniger model apply here as well.
Since the underlying CFT describing the critical quantum
Ising model is minimal, it has a finite number of primary
fields.47 There are five in total - two correspond to local and
three to non-local operators. The two local primaries are
traditionally denoted as σˆ and ˆ, and using our conventions
(43) they are given by:
σˆ(i) = σˆxi , ˆ(i) = σˆ
x
i σˆ
x
i+1 − σˆzi . (44)
The three non-local primates are denoted as µˆ, ψˆ, and ψˆ.
µˆ is given by a half-infinite string consisting of σˆz-s up to
(and including) position i, while ψˆ and ψˆ have instead σˆ+ :=
1
2
(σˆx + iσˆy) and σˆ− := 1
2
(σˆx − iσˆy) at position i. These
strings modify the MPS transfer matrix but otherwise do not
change our method for extracting the corresponding critical
exponents.
We also consider a class of descendant fields obtained by
taking discrete derivatives of the local primaries; for example
the first level descendant of σˆ is dσˆ(i) := σˆ(i+ 1)− σˆ(i).
The estimates for the critical exponents are displayed in
Table VI, which also contains the exact values. We note that
for many operators there is no clear intersection between the
Direct and FES Approaches (see Section III), so when this is
the case we need to work with s0 = 1 in our algorithm, i.e.
we perform the scan over scale from s = 1 to s =∞.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have developed finite entanglement scaling
(FES) methods, based on translation invariant (continuous)
matrix product states in the thermodynamic limit, for calcu-
lating conformal field theory (CFT) data for critical theories,
namely the central charge and critical exponents of both local
and nonlocal scaling operators. The fact that for the three
exemplary models our algorithm is capable of reproducing the
exact results to excellent accuracy using only a modest range
of bond dimensions provides strong support for the validity of
the FES hypothesis (5, 6) presented in Section II. One of the
new ingredients in our approach is to directly use the (c)MPS
induced correlation length as scaling parameter, rather than
the bond dimension or any function thereof. This is essential
to obtain the accuracy on the data reported in this paper. The
calculation of operator product coefficients between primary
fields, has not been addressed in this paper. This involves a
three-point function scaling calculation and will be addressed
in a future publication. Together with the central charge and
critical exponents of the primaries, the operator product coef-
ficients constitute the data necessary to fully specify a general
(i.e. non-minimal) CFT.47
Crucial to the precision is the ability to optimise over the
scale parameter s at which critical exponents are calculated.
This optimisation hinges on the fact that it is not only the first
eigenvalue of the transfer matrix that scales with D as Dκ,
but all the other low-lying eigenvalues also follow the same
scaling. This results was not presented before and provides a
further hint that there should exist a CFT interpretation for
finite entanglement scaling, that once fully understood would
provide access to the sub-leading corrections and possibly to
a geometric interpretation of FES.
The FES calculations have been performed for three ex-
emplary models: two field theories, the (non-relativistic)
Lieb-Liniger model and the massless relativistic boson, and
to the critical quantum Ising model in the lattice setting.
The numerical accuracy of the results is comparable to those
of MERA calculations.12,15,17 The central advantage over
MERA is the computational cost, which is much lower for
comparable accuracy. In addition, the continuous version
of MPS can equally be applied to free and interacting field
theories, while there is no interacting version of the contin-
uous version of the MERA as of yet.13 The central disad-
vantages include the fact that at present a geometric or a
renormalisation group interpretation of the CFT perturba-
tion caused by the finite bond dimension is lacking, and the
related problem that we do not understand how the structure
of the CFT is encoded in the (c)MPS data. What we mean by
the latter is some mapping between the primary and descen-
dant structure of the CFT and the eigen-decomposition of the
(c)MPS transfer matrix - a practical benefit of such a mapping
would be that we could simply work at the level of (c)MPS,
without needing any additional information about the pri-
mary/descendent structure in terms of operators acting at
the physical level. There has been some progress in the MPS
context along these lines for the entanglement spectrum48, al-
beit not in the thermodynamic limit. We are hoping to report
on some new findings in this direction soon. In addition, it
would also be interesting to check wether the finite entangle-
ment scaling framework can be used for determining critical
exponents of boundary CFTs corresponding to edges in the
system, analogous to the MERA results presented in Ref. 16.
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scale confidence confidence
σˆ 1µ2 0.2492
+0.0008
−0.0010 0.2492
+0.0005
−0.0006 0.25
dσˆ 1.25µ2 2.250
+0.003
−0.004 2.2497
+0.0021
−0.0020 2.25
d2σˆ 2.15µ2 4.248
+0.006
−0.006 4.248
+0.004
−0.004 4.25
d3σˆ 3.2µ2 6.249
+0.008
−0.008 6.249
+0.005
−0.005 6.25
ˆ 4µ2 1.996
+0.005
−0.005 1.996
+0.003
−0.003 2
dˆ 1.85µ2 3.997
+0.010
−0.010 3.997
+0.007
−0.007 4
µˆ ∞µ2 0.2508+0.0018−0.0017 0.2508+0.0011−0.0010 0.25
ψˆ/ψˆ 1.95µ2 0.9991
+0.0013
−0.0013 0.9991
+0.0008
−0.0008 1
TABLE VI. Summary of estimates for the critical exponents of the critical quantum Ising model.
Finally, let us turn to the issue of determining the critical
point. The models studied in this paper either have an ex-
tended critical region, or have a critical point whose location
is known exactly49: the Lieb-Liniger model is critical for all
choices of parameters in (22), the relativistic boson model (32,
33) is critical for m = 0, while the transverse quantum Ising
model (43) is critical for h/J = ±1. When the values for the
parameters at criticality are not known, one can try to obtain
them from the (c)MPS simulation. Let us illustrate this in
the context of the quantum Ising model, by imagining that,
having chosen e.g. J = 1, we do not know that the critical
point is at h = 1. In order to obtain an estimate it is neces-
sary to first scan over h for a range of bond dimensions and
search for the point at which the order parameter 〈σˆx〉 tran-
sitions from a finite value to zero. For finite bond dimension
this happens at some point h(D) > 1 and the exact critical
point h = 1 can be obtained by scaling to D → ∞18 (see
the plot in Figure 3). This raises two questions. Firstly, one
can wonder how sensitive the results are to the accuracy with
which the exact critical point h(D → ∞) is obtained. Sec-
ondly, one can question whether it may be more natural to
perform the scaling calculations using (c)MPS solutions ob-
tained at the transition point h(D) at each bond dimension D,
rather than using the exact point h(D →∞). We can answer
the second question negatively. Both for the quantum Ising
model and in a preliminary cMPS analysis of the φ4 model50,
we have established that the FES scaling approach does not
work —or needs to be altered— when using the (c)MPS tran-
sition points. To directly extract the scaling exponents of the
primary operators, the Hamiltonian parameters have to be
kept fixed. Regarding the first question, we anticipate that
by using the (c)MPS induced correlation length, the scaling
hypothesis of Eq. (5) and (6) continues to hold as long as the
parameters of the Hamiltonian are sufficiently close to the
critical point so that we are in the scaling regime. Even when
the bond dimension grows sufficiently large so as to accurately
reproduce the slightly off-critical ground state, this will only
cause a saturation in µ2(D) so that no new data points are
obtained by further increasing D. At this point, the scaling
relation µ2(D) ∼ Dκ will break down, which is why the use
of µ2(D) as scaling parameter is to be preferred.
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FIG. 3. (Colour online). The order parameter of the Ising model
〈σˆx〉 as a function of magnetic field strength parameter h at bond
dimensions D = 4, 8, 16. The order parameter transitions abruptly
from a positive value to zero at a point that is slightly larger than
the exact value h = 1. The transition point approaches the exact
value with increasing D.
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Appendix A: Review of Continuous Matrix Product
States
The variational set of matrix product states (MPS) is given
by:
|Ψ[A]〉 = (A1)
d∑
i1=1
d∑
i2=1
· · ·
d∑
iN=1
v†LA
i1
1 A
i2
2 · · ·AiNN vR |i1, i2, · · · , iN 〉 ,
where d is the number of physical (spin) degrees of freedom,
and for every value of the index ia, A
ia is a D×D matrix. In
order to take the continuum limit we first promote the finite-
dimensional Hilbert space at each lattice site to a full Fock
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space:
aˆi |Ω〉 = 0 , [aˆi, aˆj ] = 0 = [aˆ†i , aˆ†j ] (A2)
[aˆi, aˆ
†
j ] = δij .
The continuum limit → 0 is taken as4:
|Ψ[A]〉 = (A3)
d∑
i1···iN
(
v†LA
i1
(−N2 )
· · ·AiN
(N2 )
vR
)
(ψˆ†1)
i1 · · · (ψˆ†N )iN |Ω〉 ,
where
ψˆ†i =
aˆ†i√

ψˆi =
aˆi√

, N =
L

. (A4)
This limit can be taken consistently only if the infinite set of
matrices Ai depends on two matrices R and Q as:
A0 = 1+Q , A1 = R , An = n
Rn
n!
. (A5)
Promoting the above analysis to multiple particle species, the
continuous matrix product variational set of states (cMPS)
on a finite interval [−L/2, L/2], can be written as:
|Ψ[Q(x), Rα(x)]〉 = (A6)
v†LPexp
[∫ L
2
−L
2
dx
(
Q(x)⊗ 1+
∑
α
Rα ⊗ ψˆ†α(x)
)]
vR |Ω〉 .
The α index runs over particle species, Pexp denotes the path
ordered exponential, and vL, vR, determine the boundary con-
ditions. If the particles are bosons [ψα(x), ψ
†
β(y)] = δαβ(x−y),
while for fermions {ψα(x), ψ†β(y)} = δαβ(x− y).
In this paper we are interested in translation invariant
cMPS describing a single bosonic particle species in the ther-
modynamic limit, that is, the variational set:
|Ψ[Q,R]〉 (A7)
= v†LPexp
[∫ ∞
−∞
dx
(
Q⊗ 1+R⊗ ψˆ†
)]
vR |Ω〉 ,
with the matrices R andQ position independent. The transfer
matrix is given by
T = Q⊗ 1+ 1⊗Q+R⊗R . (A8)
Finite normalisation requires the largest eigenvalue of the
transfer matrix to be zero, which can always be achieved by
transforming Q → Q − (λ/2)1, where λ is the initial largest
non-zero eigenvalue of T .
In this paper we find it convenient to define the transfer
matrix for MPS in the thermodynamic to be:
TMPS = log(E) , (A9)
where
E =
∑
i
Ai ⊗Ai . (A10)
Usually E itself is referred to as the transfer matrix in MPS
literature, but as this is inconsistent with the cMPS conven-
tions, we chose to define T as in (A9) instead.
Expectation values involving an insertion of a single opera-
tor involve only the left and right zero-eigenvalue eigenvectors
(l|, and |r). We normalise these so that the state has norm
one:
〈Ψ| Ψ〉 = (l|r) = 1 . (A11)
Expectation values of insertions of ψˆ, ψˆ† have straightforward
cMPS expressions, for example:
〈Ψ| ψˆ |Ψ〉 = (l|R⊗ 1|r) = tr(lTRr) (A12)
〈Ψ| ψˆ† |Ψ〉 = (l|1⊗R|r) = tr(lT rR†)
〈Ψ| ψˆ†ψˆ |Ψ〉 = (l|R⊗R|r) = tr(lTRrR†)
〈Ψ| dψˆ
dx
|Ψ〉 = (l|[Q,R]⊗ 1|r) = tr(lT [Q,R]r) .
l and r in the rightmost expressions denote D × D matrices
corresponding to the D2 component co-vector (l| and vector
|r). Working with the trace expressions rather than the tenors
product ones is clearly computationally more efficient, as it
involves manipulating D ×D rather than D2 ×D2 matrices
(computational cost O(D3) vs. O(D6) ).
It is straightforward but tedious to calculate expressions
involving higher derivatives of ψˆ,4 which we frequently require
in this paper. In particular, the cMPS expression are more
complicated than the expression for dψˆ
dx
above suggests, and
do not consist simply of a Kroenecker product of a nested
commutator with the identity operator in D dimensions. For
example:
〈Ψ| d
2ψˆ
dx2
|Ψ〉 = (A13)
(l| ([Q, [Q,R]]⊗ 1+ [R, [Q,R]]⊗R) |r) ,
and
〈Ψ| d
3ψˆ
dx3
|Ψ〉 =(l|
(
[Q, [Q, [Q,R]]]⊗ 1 (A14)
+ 2[R, [Q, [Q,R]]]⊗R
+[R, [Q,R]]⊗ [Q,R]
)
|r) .
Expectation values of operators at different spatial points
separated by some finite distance (x−y) involve the full trans-
fer matrix. For example:
〈Ψ| ψˆ†(x)ψˆ(y) |Ψ〉 = (A15)
(l|(1⊗R) exp [T (y − x)] (R⊗ 1)|r) y > x
(l|(R⊗ 1) exp [T (x− y)] (1⊗R)|r) x > y ,
so unless (x−y) is much larger than the correlation length, all
the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix contribute. The above
expressions can still be computed in O(D3), by exploiting
the tensor product structure of the expressions to calculate
the initial density matrix, (e.g. (l|(1 ⊗ R) for x > y in the
above example, which can be obtained at cost O(D3) ), and
then using a partial differential equation solver to calculate
the action of exp(T (y − x)) on this co-vector.
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Appendix B: Details of the Lieb-Liniger Field-Field
Exponent Calculation
In this section we describe the details of the finite entan-
glement scaling (FES) approach for calculating critical expo-
nents, using the example of the field-field (ψˆ− ψˆ†) correlator
in the Lieb-Liniger model. The algorithm, as described in
Section III, is to apply the FES Approach, aided by the Di-
rect Approach; the role of the latter is simply to provide an
estimate for the lower bound when scanning over scales in the
FES Approach. By comparing with the known exact value for
−1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
−1.2
−1
−0.8
−0.6
−0.4
−0.2
log(x )
lo
g(
〈Ψˆ
† (
0
)Ψˆ
(x
)〉
)
FIG. 4. (Colour online). cMPS approximations for
log(〈ψˆ(x, 0)ψˆ†(0, 0)〉) as a function of log(x), with the connected
part |(l|(1 ⊗ R)|r)|2 included. Power law decay is approximated
well up to the correlation length, beyond which exponential decay
takes over. Results for bond dimensions D = 16, 24, 32, 48, 64 are
displayed (for smaller D deviation from linear behaviour occurs at
a shorter distance). The vertical line denotes the correlation length
at D = 64. After rescaling the units of distance, for each of the
above values of D, the above curves correspond to slices through
the surface displayed in Figure 2 at log(µ2) = log(µ2(D)).
the exponent, the left plot in Figure 6 demonstrates that FES
gives good estimates for scales from infinity down to around
s = 0.5. Below this the linearity of the interpolation improves
further, but the estimates are off due to short distance effects.
The best estimate is roughly around s = 0.6.
The problem is that we do not a priori know the value
for s below which short distance effects destroy the precision
of the FES scaling. The simplest solution is to simply pick
the safe value s = 1, which in itself is not a bad option as
it significantly improves the accuracy over that obtained at
s =∞. In order to do better than this, we combine the FES
and Direct Approach.
As discussed in Section III, the Direct Approach on its
own is not useful for obtaining good estimates for the expo-
nents. As can be seen in Figure 4, power law decay for the
cMPS approximation to the field-field two-point correlation
function at some fixed bond dimension D is captured well be-
yond some short distance at which non-universal effects are
present, up to approximately the correlation length, beyond
which exponential decay takes over. The left plot in Figure
7 explicitly demonstrates that estimates for −2∆, computed
from the derivative of log(G(x)) vs. log(x), are completely
off at distances shorter than some cutoff, and also beyond the
3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6−1.04
−1.02
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−0.98
−0.96
−0.94
−0.92
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−0.88
−0.86
−0.84
l og(sµ )
lo
g(
⟨Ψ
†
(0
)Ψ
(x
)⟩
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FIG. 5. (Colour online). The scaling of log(G(sµ2(D)) vs.
log(µ2(D)) for s = 0.66. The red line denotes the result of the
interpolation, and corresponds to a slice of the two-dimensional
surface in Figure 2 through log(s) = log(0.66).
correlation length. The problem with the Direct Approach
therefore lies both in the difficulty of determining the window
in which estimates are reliable, and in the lack of any method
to determine the error in the estimates.
One could attempt to work around these obstacles by ob-
taining estimates using a range of bond dimensions, and scan-
ning for the scale at which their spread is minimal. For the
case at hand, using all bond dimensions D between 32 and 64,
we obtain the result shown in the right plot of Figure 7. In
this case the true value is actually captured by this method,
but this turns out to be a lucky accident. The approach fails
for most operators we considered in the paper.
The overlay of the Direct Approach, using all bond dimen-
sions D between 32 and 64, and FES is displayed in the right
plot of Figure 6 and demonstrates how our best estimate,
2∆ = 0.1667+0.0005−0.0005, at 99.73% confidence level, is obtained
(see Table III). The region of overlap between the two below
s = 1 gives an upper bound for s0, i.e. the scale we are able to
scan down to without encountering short distance/cutoff ef-
fects. The best estimate is then determined to be at s = 0.66;
the interpolation at s = 0.66 is depicted in Figure 5.
It is instructive to think of the plots in Figures 4 and 5
in terms of appropriate intersections of the two-dimensional
surface displayed in Figure 2.
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FIG. 6. (Colour online). The left plot shows FES estimates for −2∆ obtained using all bond dimensions from D = 32 to D = 64. The
red line denotes the estimates themselves, i.e. the slopes obtained by linear interpolation of log(G(sµ2(D))) vs. log(µ2(D)), for different
scales s. The black lines denote the errors in the estimates, given by the confidence intervals for the slopes at 99.73% confidence level. The
right plot displays the combination of the Direct Approach and FES. The final estimate for the exponent (its position is approximately
indicated by the red circle), is given by the most accurate FES estimate in range of scales bounded on one side by the largest value of s
at which the two approaches agree below the correlation length, i.e. for s < 1, and on the other by s = ∞. The green line in both plots
denotes the exact −2∆ value obtained using the Bethe Ansatz.
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FIG. 7. (Colour online.) The left plot shows estimates for −2∆ obtained directly from the cMPS approximation to the field-field Lieb-
Liniger correlator computed at the maximum available bond dimension D = 64. The x-axis variable is the scale s, x = sµ2(D), and the
estimate for −2∆ is obtained by computing the derivative of log(G(x)) vs. log(x). The right plot combines data for all bond dimensions
D ranging from 32 to 64. In both plots the green line denotes the exact value as obtained using the Bethe Ansatz. The right plot
demonstrates that the region where the spread of values is minimal, denoted by the red circle, actually captures the true value. In general
this approach does not provide a reliable method for estimating critical exponents, contrary to what the current example indicates.
Appendix C: Central charge estimates from
D-scaling
This Appendix presents estimates for the central charge c
for the Lieb-Liniger, massless relativistic boson, and critical
quantum Ising model, obtained by scaling directly with re-
spect to the bond dimension D. The exact central charge for
the two field theories is c = 1, and for the quantum Ising
model c = 1/2. The exponent κ is determined from scal-
ing log(µ2(D)) vs. log(D), µ2(D) ∼ Dκ (see the discussion
around Eq. (9) in Section II). A set of estimates for c is then
obtained using the analytic relation κ = 6/
(
c
(√
12
c
+ 1
))
(Table VII). Further estimates are obtained from scaling the
entropy S with log(D) (Tables VIII and IX), both after mak-
ing use of the κ(c) relation, and also while keeping κ as a free
parameter (i.e. using the values obtained in Table VII). The
κ(c) relation is expected to be only approximately true, and
the inaccuracy of the results based on this relation demon-
strates that it does not hold very accurately in the region of
bond dimensions 32 ≤ D ≤ 64 used for the scalings. The
accuracy of the results obtained with κ as a free parameter is
much better, but the error bars are larger than those obtained
when scaling w.r.t. µ2(D), as in Section IV of this paper. Re-
sults in Tables VIII and IX should be compared with results
obtained by scaling S directly with µ2(D), as presented in
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Model Slope Slope Predicted c Estimate c Estimate
99.73% conf. 95% conf. Slope 99.73% conf. 95% conf.
Lieb-Liniger 1.30+0.03−0.03 1.295
+0.020
−0.019 κ = 1.3441... 1.06
+0.04
−0.04 1.061
+0.027
−0.025
Relativ. Boson 1.26+0.04−0.04 1.256
+0.023
−0.023 κ = 1.3441... 1.12
+0.06
−0.05 1.12
+0.03
−0.03
Quantum Ising 1.91+0.05−0.05 1.91
+0.03
−0.03 κ = 2.0343... 0.558
+0.027
−0.026 0.558
+0.016
−0.017
TABLE VII. Summary of estimates for κ obtained from the scaling of log(µ2(D)) vs. log(D) using all D in the range 32 ≤ D ≤ 64
for the Lieb-Liniger, massless relativistic boson, and critical quantum Ising models. The analytic relation κ = 6/
(
c
(√
12
c
+ 1
))
is not
reproduced very well, and the related central charge estimates, given in the two rightmost columns, are therefore also inaccurate.
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